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European Industrial/Techno with driving rhythms and hypnotic vocal melodies 13 MP3 Songs

ELECTRONIC: Industrial, ROCK: Hard Rock Details: ELECTRA-KILL, the Cyber Chaotic band formed in

the Underground of Paris, France in 1998 by KILL X (Guitarist/Songwriter) and American

Vocalist/Songwriter R.S. SAIDSO (formerly of The Frankenstein Drag Queens From Planet 13), when

their worlds collided at a Paris rehearsal studio. Tracking their first recordings only days later, these

recordings would go on to become the sound of the new electronic movement. Soon they found

themselves demoing 10 tracks that would later be released in 2000 as the Enema demos; this demo

quickly started to spread like a new disease throughout the world, earning them the title of creators of

"MUSIC FOR THE DOOMED GENERATION". They wasted no time on feeding the frenzy of music

starved youth that couldn't get enough of the new movement. In early 2001 they recorded seven more

tracks released as "THE OTHER LIE FORM". 2001- 2003 was spent writing and in pre production on the

new material. In early 2004 the Dynamic Duo once again returned to the Paris based recording studio le

laboratoire where by March of 2004 vocal tracks had been completed and final mixes followed in August

2004. They were driven by their own personal demons to create their master piece an 11 track opus that

has it's release in 2005 titled "THE DEATH OF VENUS 292". ELECTRA-KILL consists of two core

members R.S. Saidso and Kill X who write, record, and produce all of their own music. For this process

they have no need for a full band. A full band will be assembled to perform all of the material live when

that time comes. * The first 1000 CD's pressed of "THE DEATH OF VENUS 292" are a special edition cd

with a bonus track, this track is the Re-Mix of the first single "MINT GIRL" which was done by The Dead

Sexy Inc. from Paris, France. After this pressing is sold out this track will no longer be available on this

release.
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